Additional inscription raised lead cleaned stone
and repainted existing lettering.
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Additional inscription gild cleaned stone and
regilded existing lettering.

After
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Clydebank Co-operative Funeral Directors

Clean stone and repaint letters.
Before

After

Existing headstones can have inscriptions added and
renovation work carried out. Older headstones are often
made of very good quality granite which is no longer
available and restoration can sometimes be more cost
effective than a replacement stone, with the restored
memorial being brought back to its original condition. If an
inscription requires to be added to an existing memorial our
skilled craftsmen will ensure the inscription matches, using
modern techniques or hand cut letters as required. Any
work can be discussed so the best options are made available.

GMP07
Light Grey granite all
polished desk style marker
with optional flower
holder at the top ledge.
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We have a range of cremation plaques and vases which can be utilised as small
memorials in various locations. We have placed these in cemeteries, gardens
and, where possible, in places of particular significance to the individual. We
will be pleased to give any advice or help in relation to these smaller memorials.
Arrangements can also be made for these to be parcelled and sent elsewhere in
the country or abroad.

D001
An all polished
black granite heart
shaped memorial,
which requires
little in the way
of maintenance.
Shown with a
gilded line and
eternity ring
illustration.

GMP08
An all polished Black
granite desk style
marker with large vase
on top. This gives two
inscription areas.

GMP09
Heart shaped memorial in Dark Grey
granite. The heart is mounted on a
rest which in turn sits on its own base
alongside a small vase.

Illustrated in 3 colours of granite, these markers are
shown with a polished face and rustic edges.
GMP015

GMP06
Small memorial in Black granite
which sits on a base along side
a flower vase. The face of the
memorial, the vase and top of the
base all have a polished finish,
and the edges are sanded.

GMP05
All
polished
Black
granite
desk style
marker with
optional
flower holder
at the top
ledge.

D043
All polished Black granite double heart memorial with an ornate
rose etching up the centre and scroll effect at the bottom. A wider
memorial which is used for a double lair. This is one of our all
polished range that requires little in the way of maintenance.

GMP014
GMP02
Light Grey granite plaque
with the back wedge
incorporating a flower
holder. The plaque sits on
its own base.

GMP013

Cremation Plaques and Vases

We have a range of cremation plaques and vases which can be utilised as small memorials in various locations. We have placed these
in cemeteries, gardens and, where possible, in places of particular significance to the individual. We will be pleased to give any advice
or help in relation to these smaller memorials. Arrangements can also be made for these to be parcelled and sent elsewhere in the
country or abroad.

D011
This memorial in
Caledonian Green
granite requires little
maintenance with an
all polished finish. The
polished chamfer across
the top and down the
sides enhances the
shape of this already
distinguished memorial,
which also shows a
gilded cross design.

D015
This memorial is one of our all polished
Black granite range, which requires little
in the way of maintenance. The versatility
of this range means a more personal
tribute can be made and a wide choice of
ornamental etchings and carvings are
available to suit. The design shown here is
of a gilded cross entwined with a red rose.

D003
This square edged memorial
in dark grey granite has a
polished face with sanded
edges. It displays an example
of a lightly etched and
coloured rose design.

D018
Large striking memorial in Royal
Red granite with rustic edges and
a polished front to the base. The
deep hand carved Celtic knot work
fit with this traditional style of
memorial.
D017
This memorial is one of our all polished Black granite
range, which requires little in the way of maintenance.
A polished chamfer across the top and down the barrel
sides enhances the shape of this headstone. Shown with a
white flower design at the bottom of the headstone.

D013
A simple but traditional
memorial shown in dark
grey granite with rustic
edges on both the headstone
and the base, with a polished
finish to the face of the
headstone and the top of
the base.

D022
Styled as a book, this memorial shows the
spine in Bahama Blue and the rest in Black
granite. This is an all polished stone which
requires little in the way of maintenance
and is very pleasing to the eye.

D007
This memorial is one of our all polished
Black granite range, which requires little
in the way of maintenance. Due to the simple
and plain nature of this headstone this is an
extremely popular choice.

D031
Rustic edged stone in Black granite
with polished face and rustic
margins surrounding the face.

D019
With a sanded
finish to the front
surround edges of
the head and base,
this is an otherwise
all polished dark
grey granite
memorial.

D021
Illustrated in Blue Pearl granite, this all polished shapely
memorial has polished chamfers all around it. The base
has a sloped front which is ideal for a family name. This
memorial requires little in the way of maintenance.

D014
This memorial is one of our all
polished black granite range,
which requires little in the
way of maintenance. A slightly
wider memorial with a shaped
base and gilded border around
the headstone. The top of the
headstone has a splayed edge
which is ideal for a family name.

D016
Royal Red Granite
Raised Panel
Rustic Edge

D008
This is a new memorial
to our range which
has a polished rope
edge surround,
giving a simple but
stylish finish to this
all polished black
granite headstone.

D010
Black Granite
Raised Panel
Rustic Edge
D020
Light Grey Granite
Raised Panel
Rustic Edge

D050
Bahama Blue Granite
Raised panel
Rustic Edge
D004
Royal Red Granite
Raised Panel
Rustic Edge

A traditional hand crafted shield shaped memorial in a choice of
colours of granite. The edges have a rustic finish and the face is
polished with a rustic margin.

D012
Dark Grey Granite
Raised Panel
Rustic Edge

D033
Light Grey Granite
raised panel
Rustic Edge

A traditional hand crafted rustic
memorial, this is available in a variety
of colours. The edges have a rustic
finish and the face is polished with a
rustic margin.

D029
A substantial memorial in Black granite with
polished face and rustic edges. The base has a
polished top and polished front panel which
can be used for a family name.

D005
Yorkstone
Sanded

D024
This memorial is one of our all
polished Black granite range,
which requires little in the way
of maintenance. The versatility of
this range means a more personal
tribute can be made and a wide
choice of ornamental etchings
and carvings are available to
suit. With red roses in
the top corners and a
gilded border around
the stone this shows
a slightly different
style of design. The
kerb sets shown are optional.

D026
A rustic edged
memorial with a
curved top shown
in Black granite.
The polished face
has a simple cross
entwined with an
etched outline of
a rose.

D044
With a very distinguished rope effect
around the edge of the headstone,
this is an otherwise all polished Black
granite memorial.

D028
light Grey Granite
Part Polished Finish

D002
Traditional hand crafted memorial
shown in Black granite with deep
hand carved Celtic knot work.
The edges have a rustic finish and the
face is polished with a rustic margin.

D006
Dark Grey
Part Polished Finish
A gothic shaped memorial, available in either granite or sanded
Yorkstone. The granite headstones have a polished face with sanded
edges. Shown with deep hand carved Celtic knot work.

D051
Black granite book
memorial with carved
centre cord and tassel,
and carved rose designs
on either side. There is
also a rectangular vase on
the centre of the base.

D037
A Black granite memorial with
rustic edges. The sides are barrel
shaped and the top slopes down
to the right. The polished face has
an etched church window design
and gilded border around the
entire headstone. The base has a
polished top and rustic edges.

D030
Barrel sided Dark
Grey granite with
rustic edges and
polished face. Shown
with daffodil etched
design on both sides.

D036
Light Grey granite
square edged rustic
memorial with
checks at the top
corners. The face
and top of the base
have a polished
finish.

D038
Small gothic shaped memorial
in Black granite. This is one
of our all polished range
that requires little in the
way of maintenance. The
sloped base is ideal for a
family name.
D040
This memorial is one of our
all polished Black granite
range, which requires little
in the way of maintenance.
The versatility of this range
means a more personal
tribute can be made and a
wide choice of ornamental
etchings and carvings are
available to suit. A polished
chamfer across the sloping
top and down the barrel
sides enhances the shape of
this headstone, with this
example showing an etching
of roses in the top right
corner, in keeping with the
shape of the stone.

D035
Memorial in White Carrara
Marble with beautiful carved
leaf design at the top.

D032
White Carrara Marble book
memorial with carved centre
cord and tassel, and carved
rose designs on either side.
There is also a rectangular
vase on the centre of the base.

D039
A more oval shaped headstone with a
complementing curved base. In Dark Grey granite,
with rustic edges, the etched designs are of
daffodils and forget-me-nots, along with a very
fine cross up the centre of the memorial.

D041
A beautifully shaped
memorial with a
polished groove
running around
the outside of the
headstone and two
hearts at the top. With
an all polished finish
this headstone requires
little in the way of
maintenance.
The Bahama Blue
granite makes this
a very unusual and
distinctive headstone.

A traditional hand crafted memorial,
shown here in Royal Red granite and
Black granite with a polished face and
rustic edge. Shown here with deep hand
carved Celtic knot work.

D048
This memorial is one of
our all polished Black
granite range, which
requires little in the
way of maintenance. The
versatility of this range
means a more personal
tribute can be made and a
wide choice of ornamental
etchings and carvings
are available to suit. This
example shows a dove of
peace at the top centre.

D047
Large striking
memorial in
Royal Red
granite, with
an all polished
finish that
requires little
in the way of
maintenance.
The polished
chamfer
across the top
and down the
sides enhances
the shape of
this memorial.

D063

D062
D042
A slightly smaller
Light Grey granite
headstone with
a polished face
and sanded edges.
There is a subtle
curve to the top
of the memorial
which keeps it
simple but pleasing
to the eye.

D046
A traditional hand
crafted memorial in
Light Grey granite
with a polished face
and rustic edge.
Shown here with deep
hand carved Celtic
knot work.

D059
An all polished Black
granite book memorial
which requires little in
the way of maintenance.
The book is mounted
on rests and sits on its
own base. A gilded cord
and tassel runs down
between the two pages,
the pages themselves
being shaped and curved.
D045
Traditional hand crafted Celtic cross
in Light Grey granite with deep carved
Celtic knot work.
The large base area gives ample space
for the inscription. This memorial
is individually hand crafted and is
available in a variety of designs and sizes.

D058
A split headstone, with the two halves combining to create
a symbol of a cross. The cross has a cut and gilded border.
The memorial is in Black granite with an all polished finish,
requiring little in the way of maintenance.

D034
All polished Caledonian
Green granite memorial
with prominent Celtic cross
to the left making this
very distinctive both with
regard to the shape and also
the colour. This memorial
requires little in the way of
maintenance.

Design on Centre Pillar
can be varied.
Double Base shown is optional.

D061
One of our traditional hand
crafted memorials in Dark Grey
granite, this example shows
the headstone with a design of
praying hands. The edges have
a rustic finish and the face is
polished with a rustic margin.

D053
A double lair memorial with an all polished finish, which requires little in the
way of maintenance. The centre pillar can have a variety of designs etched to
suit and the double base shown is optional.
D052
An all polished
memorial in
Vizage Blue
with a Celtic
design in the
top corners.

D025
This memorial is one of our all polished Black granite range, which requires
little in the way of maintenance. A polished chamfer across the sloping top and
down the barrel sides enhances the shape of this headstone, along with the
curved base. This example shows our carved Celtic cross design.

D027
This memorial is one of
our all polished Black
granite range,
which requires little in
the way of maintenance.
The versatility of this
range means a more
personal tribute can
be made and
a wide choice of
ornamental
etchings and carvings
are available to suit. The design
shown is of two angels with a rose between,
etched at the top of the headstone.

D056
This memorial is one of our all polished
Black granite range, which requires
little in the way of maintenance. A
wider than average memorial this
would normally be placed over two
lairs. There is a stepped edge to the top
curve of the memorial and two cube
vases at each side. Two etched designs
are shown in this example.

D057
A larger memorial hand crafted in a traditional style. This is a double width
memorial in Dark Grey granite. The edges have a rustic finish and the face is polished
with a rustic margin. Deep hand carved Celtic knot work is shown at the top.

